- Clean Look
- Hidden-Vent
- Real Concrete
www.DURASKIRT.com

PROVEN
DURASKIRT™ has proven itself for almost two
decades. The reasons we began its production
remain the same. People need a well-built
long-lasting defense barrier against weather,
rodents and horticulture beds, while
contractors desire quick and accurate
all weather installation.

Real Concrete

Clean Look

Most people buying manufactured homes
today want their home to look site-built.
DURASKIRT™ gives you the popular clean
look of a high-end home. Your friends will
never know you live in a manufactured
home.
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DURASKIRT™ eliminates the unsightly
foundation vents by utilizing the “HiddenVent” . This is the most seamless look on the
market today!

- A Proprietary High-Strength Blend
- Protects Against Back-Fill, Rot & More!

The Air Space Solution
We commonly find, when replacing other
skirting types, that the home is rotting
at the contact point of the skirting. After
investigating we found that moisture is
being trapped. Trapped moisture is
always detrimental.
The Solution: DURASKIRT™ is designed
to leave an air-space between the top of
the panel and bottom of the home. This
feature prevents rot. This is very
important for the longevity of your
manufactured home.

HIDDEN-VENT
- Continuous Air-Flow (No Dead
Air Between Vents).

Siding Has Warranty

- Unsurpassed Rodent Guard and
Deters Large Animals.
- No Vent Wells Needed.
- Prevents Lawn Sprinklers From
Soaking Crawlspace Through Vents.

The only skirting brand engineered for back-filling. Some states require skirting to be
engineered for back-fill support. In these states block skirting must be filled & reinforced.
This makes DURASKIRT™ the more affordable concrete skirting solution.

DURASKIRT ™ Has Warranty
Featured On “Tiny House Nation” Because of It’s Popular Site-Built Appearance
Qualifies for VA, FHA and all other loan requirements.
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